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Trying to describe     Ask anyone to     Moisture? Dew? Rain
       happiness        define water                     on a summer’s eve? 
   is like trying to    and all you get         75% of our
   describe water.        are stares.                       body weight?
    70% of the          yet we cannot              the perfect form    
earth’s surface?     capture its essence          of water 
        We are surrounded            in words. Plato      lives in the 
                  by water,              would say           ethers, 
the true idea       we are chained     dance in the   
 of wetness.           to the cave,                            embers. 
     But day       watching                  How can language
    after day        shadows             evoke the cool flush
splashed upon      explodes into           define how one look
   the cheeks         an array of            beyond the cave
   
   when the cavern    tremors because        gives the fettered
       of the heart       words cannot                  prisoner a chance
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